
GMAT History

The GMAT exam is comprised of three sections that showcase the specific skills needed to

succeed in a graduate management program:

 Quantitative Reasoning
 Verbal Reasoning
 Data Insights

Overview

The GMAT exam is 2 hours and 15 minutes long (with one optional 10-minute break) and

consists of 64 questions in total:

 Quantitative Reasoning: 21 questions, 45 minutes
 Verbal Reasoning: 23 questions, 45 minutes
 Data Insights: 20 questions, 45 minutes

Exam Features
The GMAT gives you control of your testing experience with test-taker-friendly features and

flexible score-sending options.

Question Review & Edit
The Question Review & Edit tool gives you more control over the answers to your questions by

allowing you to edit responses later in each section. With this tool, you can spend less time on

questions you’re unsure about, knowing you can go back to these responses and update them.

Here is how it works: As you move through a section, you can bookmark questions that you

would like to review later.
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When you have answered all questions in a section, you will proceed to the Question Review &

Edit screen for that section. Note: If there is no time remaining in the section, you will NOT

proceed to the Question Review & Edit screen and you will automatically be moved to your

optional break screen or the next section (if you have already taken your optional break).

 Each Question Review & Edit screen includes a numbered list of the questions in that
section and indicates the questions you bookmarked.

 Clicking a question number will take you to that specific question.
 You can review as many questions as you would like and can edit up to three (3) answers.

Select Section Order
You can answer the three sections in any order, giving you a more personalized testing

experience. You can also take your optional 10-minute break whenever you choose: after the first

section, or after the second. This means you can adapt the exam to exactly how you’ve prepared

for it, giving you more opportunities to perform at your best.

Flexible Score Sending
You can select which schools you want to receive your free score reports after you've taken the

exam, knowing exactly how you performed. This means you can focus on taking the test without

worrying about your score going to school yet.

Detailed Results Delivered Fast
Within 1-3 days* of completing the exam, you will receive a detailed Official Score Report that

provides deep insights into your performance across the exam, including (but not limited to):

 Performance by Section
 Performance by Program & School
 Performance by Content Domain (subject area), Question Type, and Skills
 Time Management

Examinations conducted multiple times in a year
Between six months and 24 hours before the desired date

The GMAT exam fees in India are $275 (Rs. 22,854 approx.)



Marking Scheme

Your GMAT Total Score is based on your performance on all 3 sections of the exam, with
each section weighted equally. Your score is also valid for five years, giving you the
flexibility to send your score to schools when you are ready!

IMPORTANT: Comparing your current GMAT score directly to your score on the GMAT
Exam (10th Edition) is not an accurate comparison. Learn more at Understanding Your
Score.

Scoring Breakdown

The GMAT Total Score scale ranges from 205 to 805, and all Total Score values end in a 5.
Section scores range from 60 to 90.

Total Score:

Score range: 205-805

Score intervals: 10

Standard error of measurement: 30-40 points

Quantitative Reasoning Score

Score range: 60-90

Score intervals: 1

Standard error of measurement: 3 points

Verbal Reasoning Score

Score range: 60-90

Score intervals: 1

Standard error of measurement: 3 points

Data Insights Score

Score range: 60-90

Score intervals: 1



Standard error of measurement: 3 points

Keep visiting for the next updates: Click here

Quick Links
Official Score Reports

Understanding Your Score

Sending Your Score

If GMAC Cancels Your Score

Connect with Our B-School Experts! Reach out to us: 8288823518/ 6239500392
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